This paper considers a model of cost-based procurement in which the principal faces ambiguity about the agent's preferences for e ort to reduce costs. It evaluates the performance of simple and commonly used incentive schemes whereby the agent chooses between a xed-price contract and a cost-reimbursement contract. Calculation of the optimal simple scheme requires knowledge only of the cost saving from e cient e ort and the distribution of the innate cost { the agent's cost of production without e ort. The paper argues that the optimal simple scheme can be a \robust" choice given only this information. Two criteria are considered: (1) whether the scheme minimizes the maximum expected payment, and (2) whether the scheme is undominated. Whilst there is always a simple scheme that solves the minimax problem, the question of (weak) dominance is more delicate. It depends on the principal's view about whether the agent's preferences for e ort depend on his monetary rewards. If the principal believes that they might, then the optimal simple scheme is undominated.
Introduction
La ont and Tirole (1986) study a model of cost-based procurement or regulation in which the agent's preferences over production costs are determined rstly by his innate cost, the cost that would be realized without e ort, and secondly by a disutility function that maps his cost-saving e ort to the dollar value of his disutility. Although the principal in their model is uncertain as to the agent's innate cost, she has perfect knowledge of his disutility function. Such precise knowledge seems implausible. This paper therefore considers the principal's problem when the form of the disutility function is ambiguous.
The starting point for the analysis is Rogerson's (2003) paper, in which he suggests a simpler, although sub-optimal, solution to La ont and Tirole's model. In what he terms a Fixed Price Cost Reimbursement (FPCR) menu, the agent is o ered two contracts between which he can choose: a xed-price contract, and a cost-reimbursement contract whereby he is paid the realized cost. Rogerson argues that FPCR menus are very common in procurement and regulation. He also points out that they can be calculated with knowledge only of the distribution of innate costs and a summary measure of the disutility function. This measure is the di erence between the agent's innate cost and the lowest price that he would be willing to accept to produce the good. The rst-best solution to the principal's problem is to o er this price, and so the di erence is termed the rst-best cost saving.
Since the expected payment under the FPCR menu depends on the rst-best cost saving, but not on the other details of the disutility function, we might expect the FPCR menu to be in some sense \robust" to variation in these details. To investigate this claim, two criteria for making a robust choice under ambiguity about the details of the disutility function are considered: rstly, that the mechanism solve the problem of minimizing the principal's maximum expected payment (the minimax problem); and secondly, that the mechanism not be weakly dominated { i.e., that no mechanism exist which performs better for some realization of the ambiguity, and no worse for all others.
Requiring the mechanism to be undominated seems uncontroversial, since a regulator or procurement o cer would wish to take advantage of an alternative mechanism if she had nothing to lose. The minimax criterion re ects a very conservative approach to decision making, but this seems quite plausible in regulatory settings and in public procurement, where contracting o cers are caretakers of public funds. Indeed, public managers are often thought more likely to avoid risk than their private-sector counterparts. 1 From a more normative perspective, the analysis provides an objective way to determine incentive contracts based on information that could well be available.
The central result of the paper is that FPCR menus solve the minimax problem. We might not nd this too surprising. Since the expected payment under an FPCR menu is known in spite of the ambiguity, it solves the minimax problem provided that it is not strictly dominated { i.e., if there is no alternative mechanism that leads to a lower expected payment for all possible realizations of the ambiguity. We may think of the principal as playing a game against nature in which nature tries to make the expected payment as high as possible. The model considered allows nature considerable exibility to choose disutility functions, subject to the rst-best cost saving that the principal knows. Thus nature is able to thwart any attempt by the principal to design a mechanism that yields a lower expected payment regardless of the information that she does not know. 2 However, FPCR menus may be weakly dominated. If the principal knows that the agent's preferences for e ort do not depend on his monetary rewards (i.e., under the quasi-linearity assumption of La ont and Tirole's model), then a particularly clean characterization of when this happens is possible. The optimal FPCR menu is undominated if and only if the agent accepts the xed-price option of this menu for every value of the innate cost. If, on the other hand, the principal is uninformed about how the agent's preferences for e ort depend on his monetary rewards, then the optimal FPCR menu is always undominated. The two results thus provide foundations for use of FPCR menus, according to both the minimax and weak dominance criteria, in distinct settings.
Alternative theories have been put forward to explain the prevalence of simple incentive schemes in regulation and procurement. Rogerson (2003) and Chu and Sappington (2007a) take the view that simple schemes are preferred because the additional complexity of fully-optimal schemes yields only small improvements, at least in a broad range of parametric settings. Another possible explanation is that the principal faces some simple and binding constraint. For example, Innes (1990) and Poblete and Spulber (2009) consider a moral hazard problem in which the agent has limited liability and the principal is unable to commit not to sabotage output. To prevent sabotage, mechanisms must ensure that the principal's returns are non-decreasing in the realized output. This constraint typically binds, and so the corner solution is very often a simple debt contract.
A contribution of this paper is to provide an alternative theory that explains simplicity as arising from natural assumptions about the principal's available information, together with fully-optimal worst-case decision making. Section 2.2 shows that the principal's key information { the distribution of innate costs and the rst-best cost saving { could be obtained from past experience if both cost-reimbursement and xed-price schemes had been o ered. This was the situation, for instance, in the French urban transport industry, as studied by Gagnepain and Ivaldi (2002) .
The idea that the minimax criterion might lead to optimal selection of simple mechanisms has been observed in two quite di erent environments by Chung and Ely (2007) and Kocherlakota and Phelan (forthcoming). 3 Chung and Ely provide a foundation for dominant-strategy mechanisms in private-value auctions based on the max-min expected payo criterion. 4 They assume that whilst the auctioneer knows the distribution of bidder 3 There is also a broader literature, examining the properties of mechanisms that are optimal under minimax and minimax regret criteria. A pertinent early paper is by Lopez-Cunat (2000) . He considers a model that can be applied directly to La ont and Tirole's (1986) model of regulation. In this context, the model allows ambiguity over the distribution of innate costs, whilst the disutility function is known with certainty. 4 The criterion is the same as in this paper, although I refer to the objective of minimizing payments rather than maximizing payo s.
valuations, she faces ambiguity about the bidders' beliefs about their opponents' valuations. Kocherlakota and Phelan provide a rationalization for a laissez-faire tax system, also using the max-min criterion.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the environment, rst introducing the full-information model, and then relaxing the principal's knowledge of the disutility function. Section 3 shows that an FPCR menu is an optimal solution to the minimax problem in the class of all deterministic mechanisms. Section 4 addresses the question of when the optimal FPCR menu is weakly dominated, assuming the principal knows that the agent's preferences over e ort depend on his monetary rewards. Section 5 shows that if the dependence of e ort preferences on money is ambiguous, then the optimal FPCR menu is undominated. Section 6 concludes. All formal proofs are provided in the Appendix.
Environment

The full-information model
The principal is required to purchase one unit of a good from the agent. The agent's realized cost x is observable and veri able. The agent has some innate cost 2 [ ; ], at which he can produce the good without e ort. Innate costs are distributed according to a distribution function F , with a density f that is strictly positive on [ ; ]. By exerting e ort e, the agent can reduce the realized cost to e.
Adopting the convention introduced by La ont and Tirole (1986), the agent's total payment is divided into two components: the realized cost x and an additional transfer y. Supposing that the realized cost is always reimbursed, the agent's payo is y (e), where is the disutility function. Thus, for now, the agent's preferences over money and e ort are independent { a more general relationship is considered in Section 5. The agent's outside option has payo zero. This is important when we suppose is unknown. Without these assumptions, many transfer schemes would leave the agent with no utility-maximizing realized cost for some disutility function, severely restricting the set of possible incentive-compatible schemes.
The model with ambiguity
Given a disutility function , the economic cost of production is the realized cost e plus the agent's disutility of e ort (e). Given a xed-price contract, the agent maximizes his payo by minimizing the economic cost, i.e. by choosing e to maximize e (e). The maximum value, denoted k, is strictly positive. The agent would accept a xed-price contract with price p if and only if the price were at least the minimum economic cost k. Therefore, the rst-best policy for the principal, knowing and , would be to o er the xed-price contract with price k. The principal saves k compared to a cost-reimbursement contract, where the agent's (lowest possible) realized cost is . Thus, k is the rst-best cost saving.
In what follows I suppose that the principal does not know , but has limited information about it. She knows the number k and that satis es the regularity conditions M, NEC, PEC, UB and LSC. Let (k) be the set of all possible disutility functions with rst-best cost saving k.
The critical information from the principal's perspective is both the distribution of the innate cost F and the number k. As suggested in the introduction, this is information that might plausibly be inferred from past contracting. Data on the realized cost under a cost-reimbursement contract would identify F . If data were also available under a xed-price contract, then k would also be identi ed. Suppose the xed price p had been o ered, and that the probability of its acceptance was Q 2 (0; 1). Since the agent would have accepted the contract if and only if p + k, it must be that
and therefore,
3 Optimality of FPCR mechanisms
FPCR mechanisms
Consider, for the moment, only FPCR menus. These schemes might be thought of rstly as xed-price contracts, with the cost-reimbursement option acting as a back-up to ensure agent participation. Since the agent receives a payo of zero from the cost-reimbursement contract, the agent's willingness to accept the xed-price option is una ected by the additional option: if the price is p, he accepts if and only if p + k. Again, the number k alone determines whether the xed-price option is preferred.
Rogerson (2003) points out that rather than setting the price, one may consider setting the threshold of innate costs , above which the agent prefers the cost-reimbursement contract, and below which he prefers the xed-price contract. The expected total payment is thus a function of the threshold :
The rst term accounts for when the price k is accepted, and the second term accounts for when the cost-reimbursement option is preferred. The function P F P CR ( ; F; k)
is continuous, and so an optimal threshold exists. Moreover, Rogerson shows that the solution is unique provided the inverse hazard rate F f is increasing. In this case, the rst-order condition informs us that the optimal threshold solves F ( ) = kf ( ) if a solution exists, and is equal to otherwise. In case F is the uniform distribution, the optimal threshold is min + k; . 9
Since the principal knows F and k, the expected total payment under an FPCR scheme is unambiguous. However, considering general incentive schemes, this will not typically be 9 See Rogerson's paper for a proof of these results.
the case. We now turn to a formal de nition of the principal's problem in this environment.
General mechanisms
We will allow the principal to o er any deterministic incentive-compatible mechanism that ensures agent participation. Without any loss to the principal, we may consider mechanisms whereby she o ers a transfer function t : < ! < + , and then prescribes the agent an incentive-compatible realized cost X( ; ) if he reports his preference to be given
. 10 Equivalently, we may think of the agent as observing the transfer function t and then giving the principal a list of realized costs that he would be willing to produce at and among which she can choose. If the agent's preferred realized cost is unique, then the list is degenerate. The restriction to non-negative transfers is without loss since the principal is required to obtain the good with certainty. It is convenient and also without loss to further restrict attention to mechanisms where the agent's total payment t (x) + x is less than whenever the realized cost x is less than , and where
The transfer function that corresponds to an FPCR menu with price p is t(x) = maxf0; p xg. The natural de nition of an FPCR mechanism is any mechanism with the given transfer function that prescribes the realized cost in an incentive-compatible and cost-minimizing way.
The principal is concerned about the expected total payment P (X; t; F; ) Z X( ; e ) + t(X( ; e )) f ~ d~ that arises when she chooses mechanism (X; t) and the agent's disutility function is . To ensure this is well-de ned, we will restrict attention to mechanisms such that
Since is unknown, the value of P (X; t; F; ) is ambiguous to the principal. One way for her to select mechanisms given this ambiguity is to use the minimax criterion. The minimax problem is to minimize by choice of mechanism (X; t) the worst-case expected total payment S(X; t; F; k) sup
P (X; t; F; ) .
Before stating formally that an FPCR mechanism solves this problem, it may help understanding to consider the performance of another simple mechanism under the minimax criterion. Chu and Sappington (2007a) consider menus consisting of a cost-reimbursement contract and a \linear cost-sharing" contract, whereby the agent is reimbursed a fraction 2 (0; 1) of all cost savings below a certain level, say x . The corresponding transfer function is t (x) = max f0; (x x)g. At a su ciently low realized cost x, the total payment x + t ( x) is below k, the lowest possible economic cost of production.
De ne e = x to be the e ort required to realize x when the agent has innate cost . Suppose that the agent's disutility function were characterized by a xed disutility for e ort above zero, no additional disutility for e ort up to e, and an arbitrarily large disutility thereafter. 12 Given this disutility function, and given that the transfer function is non-increasing, the agent would either be willing to use e ort e, or only be willing to use zero e ort. 13 Consistency with rst-best cost saving k requires the economic cost of production for an agent with innate cost using e ort e to be k. Since the total payment x + t ( x) is less than k, the agent strictly prefers zero e ort. That t is non-increasing implies that the agent would not willingly exert e ort for any other innate cost either. Therefore, for this disutility function, a cost-reimbursement contract performs just as well. Since the expected total payment under a cost-reimbursement contract, which provides no incentives for e ort, does not depend on the disutility function, it must perform at least as well as
Chu and Sappington's proposed menu according to the minimax criterion.
More generally, we must allow the principal to use transfer schemes such that the lowest total payment is above k. Considering all possible mechanisms, the following proposition shows that the principal can do at least as well according to the minimax criterion by choosing an FPCR mechanism.
Proposition 1 Let F be a distribution function on [ ; ] and k > 0 the rst-best cost saving. For any mechanism (X; t), there exists an FPCR mechanism such that the principal has expected total payment no greater than S(X; t; F; k) for any 2 (k). In particular, any optimal FPCR mechanism solves the minimax problem.
The proof is most easily understood by considering the example of a mechanism (X; t)
for which t is non-increasing and continuous, and for which l (t), the minimum total payment under t, is attained. To contrast with the situation above, suppose that l (t) exceeds k. 14 Suppose that the minimum total payment occurs at x and consider the ctitious environment in which the agent is forced to choose between using zero e ort and using the e ort required for realized cost x. If the agent has an innate cost above l (t) + k, then given rst-best cost saving k, he will strictly prefer zero e ort. This is the same outcome as for an FPCR mechanism with price l (t).
To build on this insight, consider the agent's actual decision problem when his disutility function takes the form, introduced above, where there is a xed disutility for positive e ort up to some level e. As above, the agent is either willing to use e ort e or strictly prefers no e ort. Let " > 0 and suppose the agent's innate cost is l (t) + k + ". De ne e = x (l (t) + k + ") to be the e ort required for the agent to realize x. Because the rstbest cost saving is k, the economic cost of producing with e ort e must be l (t) + ". Since the total payment at x is only l (t), the agent prefers zero e ort. That t is non-increasing implies that the agent prefers zero e ort when his innate cost is above l (t) + k + " as well.
We have seen, then, that under (X; t), and for a particular possible realization of the disutility function, the agent prefers zero e ort for any innate cost above l (t) + k + ". On the other hand, the total payment is never less than l (t). Therefore, only for innate costs in the interval (l (t) + k; l (t) + k + ") could the FPCR mechanism with price l (t) have a higher total payment. The probability of these innate costs vanishes as " is taken to zero, and hence the worst-case expected total payment, i.e. the supremum over all possible disutility functions in (k), must be at least that under the FPCR mechanism with price l (t).
Further ambiguity
The result of Proposition 1 does not require the principal to know the rst-best cost saving k exactly. Instead, she might only know that the rst-best cost saving is an element of some interval K = k; k . That is, the principal may wish to consider disutility functions for which the rst-best cost saving can take a range of values. The modi ed problem is to minimize by choice of the mechanism (X; t) S (X; t; F; K) sup f 2 (k):k2Kg Z X( ; e ) + t(X( ; e ))dF ~ = sup k2K S(X; t; F; k).
Consider the modi ed problem in which the principal is told k and can minimize S(X; t; F; k)
given this information. Clearly, the expected total payment is largest for k = k. ThereforeŜ (X; t; F; K) must be minimized by any policy that minimizes S(X; t; F; k). The result is summarized in Corollary 1.
Corollary 1 Let F be a distribution function on [ ; ] and suppose K = k; k is an interval of possible rst-best cost savings. The FPCR mechanism that is optimal for k = k solves the modi ed minimax problem in which it is only known that k 2 K.
The principal might also face ambiguity over the distribution of innate costs. Again, an FPCR mechanism may solve the minimax problem. Suppose that the principal knows only that k 2 K and that the distribution function comes from some set F. Suppose, in addition, that there exists a distribution G 2 F such that G is rst-order stochastically dominated by every F 2 F. Then the above argument implies that an FPCR mechanism is optimal, where the price is calculated with reference to rst-best cost saving k and innate cost distribution G.
Weak dominance of FPCR mechanisms
Although the optimal FPCR mechanism solves the minimax problem, it may be weakly dominated. This is concerning for a theory of fully-optimal simple mechanisms { a regulator or procurement o cer might feel justi ed in choosing more complex schemes if she stood only to gain from doing so.
Consider an optimal FPCR mechanism with innate-cost threshold . To show that this mechanism is weakly dominated by another, we must compare the expected total payment under the FPCR mechanism (which does not depend on the disutility function)
to the expected total payment under the alternative mechanism for each possible disutility function.
To show that the FPCR mechanism is weakly dominated, it turns out we can consider alternative mechanisms with transfer function
The transfer function t ; ; is the upper envelope of a menu of three contracts: a costreimbursement contract, a linear cost-sharing contract that makes the agent bear of any increment of the realized cost and yields a positive transfer if and only if the realized cost is less than k + , and a xed-price contract with price k.
Any total payment above k + must arise from the cost-reimbursement contract.
Innate costs above + thus face no additional incentives to exert e ort compared to the FPCR transfer function. However, for innate costs in the interval ( ; + ), the agent may be induced to exert e ort, depending on the disutility function. This represents a possible advantage over the FPCR mechanism.
We can fully specify the mechanism associated with t ; ; by letting X ; ; ( ; ) assign the minimum incentive-compatible realized cost for each agent preference ( ; ). 15 Since the total payment under t ; ; is non-decreasing, this minimizes the expected total payment and ensures it is well-de ned. 16 These mechanisms are used to show the following result.
Proposition 2 Suppose that the optimal FPCR mechanism is unique and has innate-cost threshold . The optimal FPCR mechanism is undominated if and only if = .
The result states that the optimal FPCR mechanism is weakly dominated whenever it fails to provide incentives for positive e ort for all innate costs (i.e., when < ). The 15 Minima exist because, for any possible agent preference ( ; ), the set of incentive-compatible realized costs is compact. This follows from UB, LSC and the continuity of t ; ; . 16 The agent's prescribed e ort is non-increasing in his innate cost for each disutility function. Therefore his e ort, and hence total payment, are measurable functions. To see that the prescribed e ort is nonincreasing, note that, because t ; ; is (weakly) convex, the agent's payo t ; ; ( e) (e) exhibits (weakly) increasing di erences in ( ; e). Since under t ; ; there must always be an incentive-compatible realized cost less than or equal to the innate cost, we may restrict attention to non-negative e orts. Applying monotone comparative statics (see Topkis (1998) and Milgrom and Shannon (1994) ) for the lattice ; < , we have that the minimum of arg maxe ft ; ( e) (e)g is non-increasing in .
proof shows that whenever this is the case, there exists a transfer function of the form speci ed in (1) that can induce e ort for innate costs above for some disutility function.
Although the agent then also receives a higher total payment for some innate costs below , this detriment does not fully o set the bene t of additional e ort for innate costs above , provided that is su ciently small.
On the other hand, if the optimal FPCR mechanism elicits e ort for all innate costs (i.e. = ), then there is no advantage to additional incentives. The optimal FPCR mechanism is therefore undominated. This means that any mechanism that solves the minimax problem must have the same expected total payment as for the optimal FPCR mechanism, regardless of the disutility function 2 (k). In this sense, the FPCR mechanism is essentially the unique solution to the minimax problem when = . 17 This will also be the case for the undominated mechanisms considered in Section 5.
If innate costs are uniformly distributed, the two cases can be distinguished simply as follows.
Corollary 2 Suppose the rst-best cost saving is k and that innate costs are uniformly
The optimal FPCR mechanism is undominated if and only if k .
When the FPCR mechanism is weakly dominated, it would be natural to consider more complex mechanisms that also solve the minimax problem. Note, however, that not all mechanisms that weakly dominate the optimal FPCR mechanism need be undominated.
Indeed, characterizing the set of undominated solutions to the minimax problem appears to be a di cult task. 18 
Ambiguity about dependence of e ort preferences on money
Optimal FPCR mechanisms may also be undominated if the principal faces the possibility that the agent's preferences for e ort depend on the transfer he receives; in other words, if she wishes to admit the possibility that preferences are not quasi-linear in the transfer.
Although quasi-linearity might be an appropriate assumption in some circumstances, there are many reasons why the principal may not believe that it holds. A rm's management may be more willing to exert e ort when the pro t margin is small, perhaps because of an increase in the perceived risk of termination or takeover. On the other hand, it may be less inclined to exert e ort if it views the available rewards that the principal has o ered as too small { perhaps purely for reasons of reciprocity, in the sense suggested by Akerlof (1982) . In fact, it seems there would rarely be objective information precluding quite arbitrary dependence of the agent's preferences over e ort on the transfer received.
To see that allowing more general dependence can rule out the possibility of weak dominance, consider preferences for which the disutility of e ort can depend on the transfer as follows. Let the agent's payo for an arbitrary pair (e; y) 2 < 2 be y (e; y). Assume that y (e; y) is strictly increasing in y. Assume, analogously to the quasi-linear environment, that the possible disutility functions satisfy:
M' (Monotonicity'): For each y, ( ; y) is non-decreasing.
NEC' (Non-positive E ort is Costless'): For each y and each e 0, (e; y) = 0.
PEC' (Positive E ort is Costly'): For each y and each e > 0, (e; y) > 0.
UB' (Upper Bound on cost-saving e ort'): There exists a number e such that (e; y) + e for any e e and any y.
LSC' (Lower Semi-Continuity'): The function is lower semi-continuous in (e; y).
The rst-best cost saving k is now given by maxfe y : y (e; y) 0g. The following result then applies when the principal's view of possible disutility functions is governed by the above assumptions.
Proposition 3 If can depend on the transfer, then any optimal FPCR mechanism is undominated.
The proof builds on that of Proposition 1. For an overview of the proof, consider a uniquely optimal FPCR mechanism and an alternative mechanism (X; t) for which t is non-increasing and the minimum total payment l (t) is attained (the formal proof considers all possible alternatives). If (X; t) were to weakly dominate the FPCR mechanism, we have seen that a) necessarily l (t) would be equal to the price of the FPCR mechanism, and b) it would o er a higher total payment than the FPCR mechanism for some values of realized cost (in order to elicit e ort when innate costs are above l (t) + k). It would be enough to show that there exists a disutility function for which the higher total payments are preferred for innate costs below l (t) + k, whilst the agent still prefers zero e ort for innate costs above l (t)+k. This is essentially the approach taken. The key step is to make the disutility small for appropriate e ort levels, conditional on receiving a su ciently large transfer. This violation of quasi-linearity means that there are incentives for choosing realized costs for which the total payment exceeds l (t) for innate costs below l (t) + k.
Conclusions
This paper has provided a foundation for the use of FPCR menus based on optimal worstcase decision making. If the principal faces su cient ambiguity, including ambiguity about how the agent's preferences for e ort depend on monetary transfers, then the optimal FPCR menu ful ls both the minimax and weak dominance criteria.
This result may be viewed as a possible explanation for observed behavior { FPCR menus, whether explicitly o ered as two-contract menus or as xed-price contracts with an implicit limited-liability provision, are very common in practice. The result may also provide guidance to regulators and policy makers. Under assumptions they may nd plausible to make, and information that might be obtained, FPCR menus are an optimal worst-case choice.
The paper also provides an alternative approach for empirically determining the possible gains from implementing optimal procurement or regulatory mechanisms as studied, for instance, by Gagnepain and Ivaldi (2002) and by Gasmi, La ont and Sharkey (1999).
Both papers make functional form assumptions on the disutility of e ort that are motivated by tractability, but not necessarily realism. The alternative approach, the details of which must depend on the situation at hand, would be to make informed assump- This Appendix provides formal proofs of all results.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let b t(x) = sup x 0 x t(x 0 ) and de ne
The number l (t) is a lower bound on the agent's incentive-compatible total payments.
Firstly, it is never incentive compatible to pay the agent less than k, since this gives him a negative payo regardless of his innate cost and disutility function. Secondly, the in mum of b t(x) + x over all realized costs is no greater than the in mum of t(x) + x over only incentive-compatible ones. This follows because a necessary condition for x to be incentive compatible is that t (x) = b t(x). If t (x) < b t(x), then by de nition of b t, there must be an x 0 > x with t (x 0 ) > t(x). The agent prefers x 0 because it both gives a higher transfer and requires less e ort.
In contrast to the situation considered in the discussion, there may be no value x such that b t(x) + x = l (t). Therefore, let " > 0 and de ne x " to be any realized cost such that b t(x " ) + x " < l (t) + ". Following the construction in the discussion, de ne the disutility function x";" 2 (k) by
Suppose that l (t) + k + ". Then, at e ort e 2 (0; l (t) + k + " x " ], the agent realizes some cost x 2 [x " ; ). The agent's payo is then
The rst inequality follows becauset is everywhere at least t, the second because x " x and becauset is non-increasing, and the third by choice of x " . Therefore e ort prescriptions in the interval (0; l (t) + k + " x " ] are not incentive compatible. This implies that the agent's total payment must be at least his innate cost if he is to have a non-negative payo . 19 An FPCR mechanism with price l (t) implies a total payment of l (t) for innate costs no greater than l (t) + k, regardless of the disutility function. It follows that the FPCR mechanism with xed price l (t) implies a higher total payment for at most innate costs 2 (l (t) + k; l (t) + k + "). The probability of such innate costs converges to zero as " tends to zero.
Proof of Proposition 2. Su ciency. Suppose < k. Let 2 (0; ] and 2 (0; 1). Consider the mechanism X ; ; ; t ; ; de ned in the text, with t ; ;
given by (1) . Denote by d the threshold level of innate cost, dependent on the agent's disutility function, above which he is prescribed at least his innate cost, and below which he is prescribed less than his innate cost. As discussed in the text, that < implies d < for any disutility function. Since the threshold under the FPCR mechanism is , = d is the measure of innate costs for which the agent exerts positive e ort under X ; ; ; t ; ; , but not the FPCR mechanism. When = 0, the total payment is the same as under the FPCR mechanism for each 19 The other e ort level to consider is e > l (t) + k + " x". In this case, the agent receives a nonnegative payo only if the transfer is at least + e. For innate cost , the payment is then at least e + + e . However, as noted above, we need not consider mechanisms that imply a total payment at least for innate costs other than (since they are weakly dominated). > , saving no less than k , and makes a total payment higher by no more than when . The expected additional bene t of using X ; ; ; t ; ; instead of the optimal FPCR mechanism is therefore no less than
Note that < . For any > 0, the de nition of the derivative implies that there is > 0 su ciently small that
and
Therefore,
The quantity
can be taken arbitrarily close to f ( ) k > 0 by choosing and su ciently small. For these choices, we have h ( ) > 0.
Necessity.
If = , then the total payment is k for every 2 ;
and every 2 (k). Suppose that (X; t) were a mechanism with a lower total payment for some preference ( ; ). There must then be a realized cost x that is incentive compatible for ( ; ) and such that t (x) + x < k. As argued in the proof of Proposition 1, incentive compatibility of x implies t (x) =t(x). This implies that l (t) max infft(x) + xg; k < k. As seen in the proof of Proposition 1, (X; t)
has an expected total payment that, for some 2 (k), is less than that of an FPCR mechanism with price l (t) (which is suboptimal) by no more than an arbitrarily small amount. Thus, there must exist 2 (k) such that the expected total payment is strictly greater than that under the optimal FPCR mechanism, which has price k.
Proof of Proposition 3. It is enough to consider an alternative mechanism (X; t)
that solves the minimax problem. Let l (t) = inf t (x) + x . The proof of Proposition 1 shows l (t) = k, where is the threshold of an optimal FPCR mechanism. We may also assume t has a higher total payment than the optimal FPCR mechanism at some realized cost.
De net(x) = sup x 0 >x t(x 0 ). In order to provide an outline of the proof, consider a disutility function (e) =t( " e) + " (not an element of (k)), where " is greater than but converges to it as the positive number " is taken to zero. For innate cost > "
and disutility function , the agent's payo is no more than ".
This construction need not imply a higher expected total payment under (X; t) than for the FPCR mechanism. What is needed is a way to make the agent prefer realized costs for which the total payment is above l (t) for at least a positive measure of innate costs below . To this end, we will choose a particular realized cost z " for which t (z " ) + z " > l (t) (more below).
For innate costs less than , e ort no greater than e (z " ) = z " is needed to attain z " . We may then modify the disutility function so that the agent su ers only small disutility (say ") from choosing e ort up to e (z " ) whenever he would receive a nonnegative payo under the original disutility function (this is a violation of quasi-linearity).
Further, we may choose z " so that this level of realized cost implies a non-negative payo under the original disutility function for all innate costs up to just below . For such innate costs, provided they are su ciently close to , the payo that results from choosing z " can only be attained from a total payment that is close to t (z " ) + z " , i.e. above l (t). A lower bound on the additional total payment above l (t), together with a measure of innate costs that must receive the additional payment, can be chosen so as not to vanish as " is taken to zero. On the other hand, the set of innate costs above for which the agent chooses positive e ort does vanish. This means that there exists a disutility function for which the expected total payment under (X; t) is higher than the FPCR mechanism.
The formal proof proceeds in four steps.
Step 1 establishes properties oft required to guarantee that the realized cost z " can be chosen appropriately. Given " > 0, z " is chosen in
Step 2 so that the associated transfer exceeds the FPCR transfer (by at least some amount that does not depend on "). It is also chosen so that the agent has a positive payo from this realized cost if his innate cost is below (by at least some amount that shrinks to zero as " is taken to zero), and if his disutility function is (e) =t( " e) + ".
Step 3 shows that for innate costs above " , the agent must prefer non-positive e ort given disutility function .
Step 4 constructs the modi ed disutility function as described above and completes the argument.
Step 1 There existx and ; > 0 such that each x 2 (x ;x) satis es both (i)t (x) > t (x) + (x x) and (ii)t (x) > max f0; l (t) xg + .
Proof. There must existx and > 0 such thatt (x) max f0; l (t) xg 3 . Let U = 2 x and de ne = maxf0;l(t) xg+2 U x and g (x) = (U x). Since we can restrict attention to transfers for whicht = 0, the set x 2 [x; ] :t(x) g(x) 0 is nonempty. Sincet g is lower semi-continuous, this set is compact and so its minimum, denotedx, exists.
By construction,t (x) > g (x) for any x 2 [x;x). This is also true for any x 2 (x ;x),
=t (x) max f0; l (t) xg 3 0.
The rst inequality follows sincet is non-increasing and the second follows by choice of x and because < 1. This implies property (i) since, for any x 2 (x ;x),
To see that property (ii) holds, note that g is the line passing through max f0; l (t) xg + 2 atx and 1 2 (max f0; l (t) xg + 2 ) at . Therefore, g (x) max f0; l (t) xg + for x 2 [x; ], and sot (x) > max f0; l (t) xg + for x 2 [x;x).
Thatt is non-increasing guarantees this for x 2 (x ;x) as well.
Step 2 Let and be de ned as in Step 1, and let " 2 0; 2 and " > . There
exists z " such that (i) t (z " ) > max f0; l (t) z " g + 2 and (ii) for each 2" , t (z " ) >t ( " + z " ) + ".
Proof. Let < min "; 2 and choose z " 2 x 2" ;x such that t (z " ) >t x
2"
. This is possible by de nition oft and by (i) of Step 1. Property (i) then follows from
(ii) of Step 1, which guarantees thatt (z " ) > max f0; l (t) z " g + , and the fact that t (z " ) >t (z " ) (which is true by choice of z " , sincet is non-increasing).
For property (ii), we have that for any 2" , t (z " ) t ( " + z " ) " >t x 2" t " 2" +x " t x 2" t (x) " > "
> 0.
The rst inequality follows by choice of z " and becauset is non-increasing. The second inequality also follows becauset is non-increasing. The third follows by property (i) of
Step 1, since 2" < .
Step 3 If " + ", then t (x) <t ( " + x) + " for any x.
Proof. This follows because for any realized cost x, t (x) t ( " + x) " t (x ") t ( " + x) " " < 0.
The rst inequality is immediate from the de nition oft, and the second follows becausẽ t is non-increasing.
Step 4 There exists a disutility function with rst-best cost saving k such that t implies a higher expected total payment than the FPCR mechanism with threshold .
Proof. By de nition of l (t), we may choose x < z " such that m (x) = min x xt (x) + x < l (t) + ".
Put ! " = m (x) l (t) and put " = + " + ! " . De ne e = " x and e (z " ) = z " , and note that e > e (z " ). De ne the following disutility function: " if e 2 (0; e (z " )]
and y t ( " e) + "; t ( " e) + " if e 2 (e (z " ) ; e];
or if e 2 (0; e (z " )]
and y <t ( " e) + ";
+ e if e > e. It is straightforward to verify that y ";z" (e; y) is increasing in y and satis es the principal's assumptions (M', NEC', PEC', UB' and LSC').
By property (ii) of Step 2, if 2" and the agent's realized cost is z " , then his disutility from e ort is ". By (i) of Step 2, his transfer from realized cost z " is more than max f0; l (t) z " g + 2 and so his payo is more than max f0; l (t) z " g + 2 ". If the agent has innate cost 2 ( 4 ;
2" ], then to secure this payo would require a total payment more than 4 " more than l (t), regardless of the realized cost. 20 The set (
;
2" ] is non-empty for " su ciently small, and then has positive probability since F has full support. Moreover, the lower bound on possible total payments for these innate costs converges to l (t) + 4 as " is taken to zero. By Step 3, for innate costs above " + ", incentive compatibility requires the agent to realize no less than his innate cost.
The only innate costs for which the payment might be lower than the FPCR mechanism are therefore those in the interval ( ; " + "). The probability of these converges to zero as " tends to zero.
20 If the agent uses e ort e e (z"), then he must receive a transfer at least max f0; l (t) z"g + 2 " to get this payo . His realized cost is greater than z" 4 , and so the payment is greater than max fz"; l (t)g+ 4 " l (t) + 4 ". If he uses e > e (z"), at best he produces the good at a total economic cost of k 4 = l (t) 4 . He therefore requires a payment of more than l (t) + 4 " to obtain the desired payo .
